ni =1xi+1+x.i.+2 ( subscript s mod n) 
For n < , several authors (see [ 6 ] ) proved the validity of (1!.).
-tordell [ f) ] conj ec t ured t hat (4) is false for all n ? 7 , but later [7] s a ed that (4) i s t rue for n = 7 • M. J. Lighthill (see [9] ) and A. Zulauf (11 ] proved t hat (4) is false for n = 2k , k? 7 • 1 . z. Djokovic [2] proved that (4) is true for n = 8 . P. H. Diananda [1] proved that (4) is false for n = 2k+l , k? 13 • In the sam~ paper he ~ Tni s work was sponsored in part by t he Office of Naval kesearcn ( f:R 0 -211) and by the National Science Foundation (GJ 4o3). is true for all n < 10 .
Therefore, the quest Ion remains open for n ■ L-and for odd n ranging from 11 to 25 • In this note 1. will describe a computer proof that (k) is false for n = 25 .
The problem can be viewed as a multivariate constrainea minimization of S . The constraints x. > 0 , i = 1,2, ...,n , can be removed by the simple change of variables 2 x i = 9. , i = 1,2,...,n .
If the second constraint is violated, i.e., x. -(• x.,., =0 for some i , This method has bee applied to the cases n = 2y and n = 21 .
In each case, an x could not be found such that S (x) < n/2 .
( 1 ] Office of Naval Research National Science Foundation
ABSTRACT
A computer proof is described for a previously unsolved problem concerning a conjecture of L. J. Mordell.
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